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THE ROMANO-BRITISH SETTLEMENT AT 
LITTLE PAXTON, HUNTING DONSHIRE 

ERNEST GREENFIELD 
With a note on other finds in the area by C. F. Tebbutt. 

SUMMARY 

THE excavation revealed superimposed and involved drainage-ditch systems dating 
from the second to the fourth century, and two small habitations of humble type of 
the third-fourth century A.D., probably representing a small farmstead. 

INTRODUCTION (Fig. i) 
The site wasat Grid Ref. TL 194627, I-in. O.S. Map 134 in what remained of Field 
148 (O.S.25-in. Map : Hunts. Sheet xxv 7),  in the parish of Little Paxton, Hunts. It 
lay on the north bank of the River Ouse on Low Terrace gravels being worked corn-
mercially by Messrs Inns Ltd. Its O.D. was between 5o ft and 55  ft. 
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Fig. i . Little Paxton. 

( Based on the Ordnance Survey 6 in. map by permission of the Directors General.) 
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36 	 ERNEST GREENFIELD 

The site was first discovered from the air by Dr J. K. St Joseph in 1953,  and was 
confirmed on the ground by Mr C. F. Tebbutt, who found Romano-British pottery 
fragments scattered on the surface. Dr St Joseph's air-photograph' (Pl. I) shows a 
widespread network of dark lines over an area of three fields (78, 148 and 150 
totalling 50 acres. During the past five years most of this area has been quarried 
away and in April 1958 only the south-western fringe of field 148 remained. This 
contained a complex of the clearest markings, and a rectangular-shaped mark, 
suggesting a stone building centred in what was thought to represent a ditched field 
system, was interpreted as the site of a small farmstead. Subsequent excavations 
proved ditched field systems but a compact farmstead of the type suggested did not 
exist. 

The excavation was carried out for the Inspectorate of Ancient Monuments of the 
Ministry of Works, with five labourers, between iz. April and 16 May 1958, by 
kind permission of the owners, Messrs Inns. The site was a scheduled Ancient 
Monument. 

GEOLOGY 

By DR F. W. ANDERSON (Geological Survey and Museum) 
The site lies on the north bank of the River Ouse on the glacial gravels of a river terrace whose 
general level is about 50 ft O.D. These gravels, mainly composed of flint pebbles, are 5-6 ft in 
thickness at this point and rest on Oxford Clay (Jurassic), which however is not exposed in the 
immediate area of the excavation. The valley bottom consists of alluvium (dark clays and loam) 
whilst to the east the ground on the opposite bank rises quickly to ioo ft and is formed of Oxford 
Clay overlain by Boulder Clay. 

Palaeolithic implements have been, found in the gravels and have been recorded by Mr C. F. 
Tebbutt. 2  

ACKNOWLED GEMENTS 

I am grateful to C. F. Tebbutt for all the help he has given me ; to Miss S. A. Butcher 
for arranging the excavation and for help in the preparation of this report ; to D. S. 
Neale for drawing the copper alloy, iron and pottery and to L. Monro for drawing the 
stones for publication ; to Mr and Mrs B. R. Hartley, G. C. Boon, Dr F. W. Ander 
son, Miss J. E. King, Dr D. Cutler for their reports and to L. Biek for his advice and 
help in arranging specialist reports. 

THE SITE BEFORE EXCAVATION 

The excavation was confined on the east side by the gravel pit working face and on 
the west side by a growing crop. The surface was abandoned stubble field, much 
mutilatedby machine tracks and dumps of tar. Since the air-photographs were taken, 
the appearance of the site has altered almost beyond recognition ; the old hedgeline 

1  Herewith reproduced by kind permission of Dr St Joseph. 
2  See Appendix A. 
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between fields 148 and 151 has been bulldozed and is now under the growing crop, 
and only the oak tree shown on the right of the photograph remained. It was due 
mainly to the survival of this tree, the old hedgeline, and the river bank, that the site 
could be located. 

THE EXCAVATION (Fig.2) 

This was based on a ioo ft grid on a north to south, east to west alignment and con-
tamed parallel lines of trenches (lettered A—Z), and grid squares (1-9) where neces-
sary. Features are numbered 1-54 and the habitations as Area ' A ' and ' B '. i , 900 ft of 
z-ft trench was dug to cover as much of the air-photograph markings as possible. 
The majority of the markings were proved and the excavation also revealed many 
features which did not show on the air-photograph. 

The Stratification (Fig- ç. Sections) 
The stratification of the site, except where features occurred, was of a simple nature 
and consisted of three main levels : Layer i was the plough soil which completely 
covered the site. This was of dark brownish grey sandy soil containing a great deal of 
small flint gravel. A few Roman sherds, together with modern artifacts, occurred in 
this. Layer 2 was a sandy loam of buff-brown colour containing gravel. This varied in 
depth and was deeper where natural hollows occurred in the surface of the under-
lying gravel. It was lightly charcoal-flecked and in some places contained Roman 
sherds. Layer 3  was the subsoil, a glacial gravel. Above Areas ' A' and ' B ' and some of 
the ditch sections, Layer 2 did not show as described above. Layer i joined the 
fillings and in most cases it was difficult to separate the two, except where the ditch or 
feature filling was distinctive in colour and composition. The sandy soil accumula-
tions above and on the floor levels of Areas ' A ' and ' B ' were distinctive because of their 
grey colour and the large quantities of occupational rubbish which they contained. 

Area ' A ' (Fige 3,  Plan ; Fig. 5,  Section A—A. P1. II a) 
This was located in grid square 4  by the cutting of Trench V. The evidence of an 
occupied area was shown by the thick level (Layer 4) of grey silt containing quantities 
of pottery, and the area being within the limits of the suspectcd farmstead site. A grid 
of 4  squares was laid out on the east and west sides of the trench to examine the area 
in detail. The clearance of the grid revealed a flat area of gravel of roughly rectangular 
shape, long axis north-east to south-west, contained by D 36 on the south-west, 
D 41 and D 54  on the north-west, D 9  on the north-east and D 28 and D 31  on the 
south-east. The gravel surface had the appearance of having been used as a floor 
level ; the surface was compact and contained a great deal of flint grit between the 
larger flints. Coarse pottery (Figs-7-8  , nos. 14, 25 )  36, pp. 5 i—z) ; Samian (nos. io, i i, 
1 2, 13,  p. 49) ; Mortaria (nos- -. 8 and 9, p. 49); Iron (Fig. 6, nos. 4, 5 and 8, p. 48) ; a 
whetstone (Fig. 9,  no. 2. P. 52) and part of a millstone (no. i, p. 53) ; animal bones 
(P.  54) and pieces of red clay roofing tiles, were found in the silt,spread mainly over 
the south-west side of the area,. on the gravel surface. Along the south-west side of 
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the area, on the north-east side of D 36, resting on the gravel surface, was a scattered 
mass of medium- to large-sized, brown glacial stones, 1  some of which were burnt red. 
Among these were pieces of chalk and flint. The stones were also found along the 
north-west side of the area, roughly at right angles to the main mass. On the south-east 
and north-east sides of the area the stones were not found, but two distinct post 
holes (PH i and z), 9  ft apart, occurred on the south-east side. PH I : This was a 
hole of oval shape i ft io in. north-west to south-east by i ft 3  in., with sides 
sloping to a rounded base ; its depth from gravel floor was 9  in. The filling was of 

LLULLWLL1 
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LITTLE 	 1_ 	
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_ 	
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. 	 Fig. 3. Area W. 

dark grey, clayey, lightly charcoal-flecked soil containing small gravel. PH z : This 
showed as a roughly oval patch of clayey soil with embedded medium-sized flints 
around a central core. The core was circular, 7  in. in diameter with vertical sides and 
flat base. The depth from the gravel floor was 6 in. The packing around the core was 
contained in a hole of roughly circular shape 2 ft 3 in. in width by i ft 3 in. in depth 
The packing was of blackish, sandy, lightly charcoal-flecked soil containing z indeter -
minate grey ware sherds and 8 angular flints of medium size in the upper part. D 43  is 
a feature of second-century date and is in no way connected with the gravel floor. 

1 Glacial stones (many of which were found during the excavation in Romano-British contexts), are 
found stratigraphically at the junction of the implementiferous gravel stratum and the Oxford Clay. 
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Area ' B ' (Fig- 4, Plan ; Fig. 5, Sections B—B, C—C. P1. I I I b). 
This was located in grid square 3 at the north-east end of Trench W, and was 
identified in the same way and by similar indications as Area ' A '. Although the 
shape of the area and structure differ from ' A ', the site was covered by a thick level of 
grey silt containing artifacts of the same date. Grid-square extensions were made on 

Trench X 
JI 

D 42 
fil l  

I 
NW 

B E-E-- 	Trench W 	NK::2 D 3 : D  
1' 	D 	I 	 ----- 25  

LITTLE PAXTON . 	. 	. 	 'I, 
PH
D Ditch.. 

	

 PH 4
Area ' B ' 	 SE 	

D 7 	

Glacial 
stone 

2 10 2 4 6 8 lOFee  
:c 

1 	9 	1 	2 	3Metres 

Fig. 4.  Area 'B'. 
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1In Plough soil 4 	 16  14 	13 Grey sandy silt 
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T TrnmT r T) A Tm/T C' 	 2 1 0 2 4 6 8 10 Feet - L1 I I LL J:-J-tA I )IN ections 	 3 Metres 
Fig. 5. Sections. 
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each side of the trench, to locate the habitation and to examine the area in detail. 
Whereas in ' A ' the gravel floor was flat, in ' B ' it was found to be concave and roughly 
oval in shape. The long axis was north-west to south-west. The north-east end was 
roughly straight but the south-west end extended in that direction from the main 
oval shape, in the form of a wide shallow hollow. The appearance of the gravel 
surface was the same as in ' A ' and on its surface, mainly at the north-east end, was a 
fairly large quantity of pottery (Fig- 7,  nos.  7,  Jo and 17 ; Fig. 8, nos. 21, 22 )  27, 38 
and 41 , pp. 50-2) ; Samian(no. i )  p. 49) ; mortaria(nos. i i , i 2 and 13, p. 50) ; iron spike 

1 	 n 
I 	2 

	11k  
IL1 	hLt 	1tI 

6 	. 	. 	 1• 	, • 	 . 	
12 

10 

9 
Fig. 6. Copper Alloy and Iron Objects. i and z, , rest . 

(Fig. 6, no. io) and nails ; a whetstone (Fig. 9,  no.  3, p. 52), part of an upper mill-
stone (Fig. 9,  no.  4)  and parts of five others (nos. i 5-19, P. 53) ; a piece of a stone 
roofing tile (no.23, P.  53) ; a large burnt pebble (no.22,P- 53) ; a rough rubbing stone 
(no.  21 , p. 53) ; animal bones (p. 54) and several pieces of broken red clay roofing tiles. 
Glacial stones were found on the gravel surface but in much smaller quantity than in 
' A '. Although their positions were plotted they do not indicate any structural use. A 
pair of post holes (PH 4  and  5)  were found on the east side, 3  ft apart, and another 
hole (PH 3)  on the, west side. . 

PH 3 : This showed as a circular core, 8 in. in diameter at the top with sides tapering 
to a roughly flat base 5  in. in width ; the depth from the gravel floor was io in. The 
core was centrally placed in a large hole of roughly circular shape i ft 6 in. in diameter, 
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depth I ft 9  in. The filling of the core was of dark greyish, clayey, gravelly soil with 
an unburnt glacial stone in its top on the east side. The packing was of dark grey, 
gravelly soil containing 9 small glacial stones (3 burnt red) and 7  angular flints. 
PH 4 : The core was circular, 8 in. in width at the top with sides tapering to a roughly 
flat base, 6 in. wide, depth from floor 9  in. The core was centrally  placed within a 
larger hole of circular shape ' ft 8 in. in width with vertical sides and rounded base, 
depth I ft i o I in. The core filling was of soft, dark greyish, clayey soil. The packing was 
dark clayey soil with 8 glacial stones and 6 large angular flints. PH 5 : This showed as 
a group of glacial stones of medium size embedded in a roughly oval-shapedpatch of 
dark silty soil. The core was circular with vertical' sides 'and rounded base, i ft in 
length north to south by 7  in. ;. the depth from floor was i i in., the filling was of 
dark greyish, silty soil throughout. D 42, flanking the area on the west side, appears 

Fig. 9. Stone. Whetstones and millstones. . 

to be of contemporary date and D 7  in the west corner of the area to be later as it 
cuts the gravel floor. D 52and D 53  were both sealed by the floor so must be con-
sidered to be of earlier date ; both contained pottery of the second century A.D. (see 
p. 50). D 38 is also of this date. 

Miscellaneous f 	z) 
F io. Trench D. This was a small roughly pear-shaped depression, long axis north to 
south, I ft 6 in. by i ft 3 in. The sides were vertical to a rounded base. Depth in 
centre from plough. level i ft 5  in. The filling was of tough, blackened (by charcoal) 
clayey soil with a speck of burnt clay on the base. 

F 22. Trench 0. A roughly circular hole, tapering to a pointed base. Width at top 
I ft i i in., depth from surface of subsoil i ft 9  in. The filling was of brown, sandy, 
clayey soil containing small gravel. 
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The ditch systems (Fig. 2) 

The ditches were mainly of V-section though two (D 27 and D 40) were of U-section. 
They varied in width from 7  ft (D 33)  to i ft (D 47)  and in depth from 4  ft  9  in. 
(D 6) to I ft i in. (D 8). Depth measurements were taken from the surface of the 
plough soil. The fillings were all charcoal-flecked and all contained gravel and sand. 
They were mainly brown but varied from this colour to grey-brown, ginger-brown, 
buff-brown and yellow-brown. The filling of D 8 was grey-green-yellow sticky, 
sandy clay and the base of D 32 was very heavily charcoal-flecked and contained 
deposits of white ash. All the ditches with the exception of D 32 appeared to have 
been filled up naturally. Most fillings contained deposits of • pottery and animal 
bones but D 17, 27, 30, 40, 44, 47 and 48 were distinctive by being barren of any 
dating evidence. . 

From the general plan (Fig. 2), it will be seen that the main concentration of 
ditches is centred around Areas ' A ' and ' B ', though there may have been others, had 
more of the site been examined, especially towards the north and west. It was this 
concentration of ditches seen on the air-photograph which led to the site being 
interpreted as a small corridor building. The main alignment of the ditches, at least 
those of late date, seems to have been north-east to south-west and north-west to 
south-east. Parallel ditches D i and D 2 flank the area on the south-east side and seem 
to be main ditches, probably laid out to form a road or droveway 1  from the site to the 
river, and probably to facilitate access to fields Several fields can be suggested by 
areas contained by ditches 2 I , 2 and 3 ; 3 and 6 or 2 and 7.  These indicate fields of 
rectangular shape similar to those at Herriotts Bridge. 

Analysis of Ditches 

Feature 	Trench 
number 	letter 	 Provenance 	 . . Dating 

D i 	 F . 	 Ditch end, lower half None 
A Top half ?3-4 
L Top io in. 3-4 
- Quarry face, lower half A.D. I 50-80 

D 2 	 F Lower half Mixed Iron Age B to 4 
B Top9in. 3-4 

Lower half 3-4 
P Top 6 in. md. 
0 Top half 	 • 3-4 

D3 	 E Topioin. ?z 
Q Top half 3-4 

Lower half Mixed 2-4 
w Lower half 3-4 
I Whole of filling 2 

1 Chew Valley Lake (H.M.S.O.), Herriotts Bridge (forthcoming) ; Holbeach, Lincs. (report in preparation); 
R.C.H.M., A Matter of Time (H.M.S.O. 1960). 
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Analysis of Ditches (cont.) 

Feature Trench 
number letter Provenance Dating 

D 4 E Whole of filling . 3-4 
Q Whole of filling 3-4 
W 	• Lower half 3-4 

D5 E Top 3-4 
R Lower half md. 

D6 E Onbase i—z 
0 Lower half i—z 

D 7 G Whole of filling 3-4 
. R Top half 3-4 

Lower half 	 . ?3-4 
, At top of south side md. 

0 Lower half mnd. 
Area 'B ' Top half 3-4 

Lower half ?3-4 
D8 G Top3in. md. 
D 9 G 	. Whole offilling md. 

R 	. Onbase 3-4 
Area ' A ' Whole of filling (Layer 8) 3-4 

Whole of filling md. 
F io D Depressions 	 . None 
D i i H 	 • Middle of filling 	• 	 . Iron Age B 
D iz H Top half 	 • ?3-4 
D 13 H Whole of filling . 	 3-4 
D 14 H Whole of filling mnd. 
D 15 I Whole of filling ?z-3 
D 16 m Whole of filling md. 
D 17 B Whole of filling None 
D i8 J Whole of filling 2-3 
D 19 J Whole of filling 3-4 
D zo J Whole of filling 2-3 
Dzi P Tophalf ?2 
F 22 0 Whole ditch None 
D 23 0 Whole of filling mnd. 
D 24 P Lower half 2-3 
D 25 Q Lower half mnd. 

W Top half (Layer i i) 3-4 
Lower half (Layer io) 3-4 
On lip on south side Coin z. Gallienus 

x Top half md. 
D 26 Q Top half 3-4 
D 27 U Whole of filling None 
D 28 R Whole of filling ?3 
D29 U Top 3-4 
D 30 Q Whole of filling None 
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Analysis of Ditches (cont.) 

Feature Trench 
Number letter Provenance Dating 

D 3 1  R • 	 Whole of filling 3 
D 32 U Whole of filling . ?3 

D 33 U Lower half ?2-3 

D 34 Z' Top half md. 

D 35 • 	 Z 	• Middle to base 3-4 
D 36 V Top half (Layer xz) ?3 

. Lower half (Layer iz) • 	 3 
N Top half ?3 

D 37 Area ' A ' Occupation silt (Layer 4) 3-4 
1? 38 V Whole of filling (Layer 7) 3 
D 39 Area ' B ' Occupation silt (Layer 4) 3-4 
D 40 Z Whole of filling None 
D 41 Area ' A ' Lower half md. 

NW Quad. 
D 42 Area ' B ' Top half (Layer 11 5) 3-4 

SW Quad. 
. T Top half on west side ?3-4 

D 43 Area ' A ' Centre of filling 1-2 	 • 

SW Quad. 
D 44 01 Whole of filling None 

D 5 0 . 	 Lower half . 	 3-4 
D 46 0 Top half 3-4 
D 47 X Whole of filling None 
D 48 F Whole of filling None 
D 52 Area ' B ' Lower half (Layer 6) ?x—z 

SW Quad. 

D 53 Area ' B ' Top half (Layer 9) 2-3 
SW Quad. 

D 54 Y 	- Whole of filling 3-4 

NOTE. Abbreviations used above' : 1-2, first to second century A.D. ; 2-3, second to third century A.D.; 

3-4, third to fourth century A.D. ; md. Indeterminate. 

. 	DATING 

From an analysis of the evidence from each feature the following chronological 
sequence can be suggested: 

IronAgeB. Dii. 
Late first to early second century A.D. D 6, D 43  and D 52. 
Second century A.D. D 21. 
Second to third century A.D. D i, D i8, D 20, D 24, D 33  and  D53-  
? Third and third century A.D. D28, D31, D32 and D38. 
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Third tofourth century AD. D4, D5, D7, D9, D13, 1 Di9, D25, D26, D35, D36, 
D45, D4 and Areas A and B. 	 . 

Indeterminate but with third to fourth century pottery in the top fillings.- D i , D 2, 
D3, D12, D29, D42 and D46. 

Indeterminate. D8, Di4, Di6, D23, D34, D41, Fio and F22. 

CONCLUSIONS 

From the evidence, it would appear that the site was established in Iron Age times and 
that there was a desertion phase until re-occupation late in the first century A.D. 
From then on until the middle of the fourth century at least, the occupation seems to 
have been continuous, with the greatest expansion taking place during the third to 
fourth century. Area ' A ' most probably represents the site of a small dwelling of 
cottage type : a stone foundation of rectangular shape with timber doorposts and 
superstructure. Area ' B ' may be a structure for animal or storage use. Structures of 
this type with only three post holes are not unusual, examples being found at Little 
Woodbury and at Herriotts Bridge 1  The two buildings together with the concentra-
tion of ditches and fields in this part of the site probably represent part of a small 
farmstead or smallholding of fairly humble type. 

COINS 

ByG.C.BooN 
I . Indecipherable ; probably fourth century. From Trench A, base of plough soil. 
2. GALLIENUS(sole reign, A.D. 26o-8). Antoninianus, Rome mint. R VICTORIA AET Z 

R.I.C. 297. From D 25, on lip on south side. Trench W. 

. METAL OBJECTS 

Copper Alloy (Fig. 6) 
I . Small part of a bracelet or bangle of two wires twisted together. From D 2, lower half of 

filling. Trench B. 
2. A flattened globule. From D i , top half of filling. Trench A. 

. Iron (Fig. 6.) 
3 . Swivel loop. From D 9,  Area ' A', NW quadrant. 

Piece of shaped plate with clenched-over rivet. From Layer 4, Area ' A ', NW quadrant. 
Piece of bent plate with square perforation. From Layer 4,  Area ' A ', SW quadrant. 
Piece of thin bent strip. From D 47  in top of filling. Trench 0. 
Clamp. From D 25 in top half of filling. Trench W. 
Piece of strip. From Layer 4, Area ' A ', SE quadrant. 
Barrel padlock-key. From D 25, in top half of filling. Trench X. 

Jo. Spike. From Layer 4, Area ' B ', NW quadrant. 
I I . Boot nail. From D 9 filling, Area ' A ', NE quadrant. 
12. Partknife blade. From D 23 in top half of filling. Trench 0. 

1  Chew Valley Lake, H.M.S.O., forthcoming. 
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POTTERY 

Samian 
. . 	 . 	Report by B. R. HARTLEY 

I. Form 31 (Sa.). C.G. 1  C. A.D. 130-70. From D3, lower half. 
2 and 3.  Fig. 8, no. 43.  Form 18. S.G. Flavian. Stamp. From D 6, lower half. 
4. Form 31. C.G. Antonine. From D 18 filling. 
5. Fig. 8, no. 44.  Form  33.  C.G. Stamp MARTI. Hadrianic-Antonine. From D20filling. 
6. Form 3 I . C.G. Antonine. From D20filling. 
7. 	? 	? 	? 	From D 28 filling. 
S. Form 26. ? Antonine (burnt). From D 33,  lower half. 

Form 31. E.G. (?). Antonine (?) (cut down for use as a counter). -From D43, cenre of 
filling. 	 - 

Form 3 I (?). Probably Antonine. From Area ' A', Layer 3. 
. I I . 	? 	C.G. (?)  (burnt). From Area ' A ', Layer 3 . 

Form 45. E.G. Late second century or early third century. From Area ' A ', Layer 3. 
Form 3 3 . C. G. Antonine. From Area ' A ' , Layer 3. 
Form 3 I (?).  C.G. Antonine. From Area ' B ', Layer 3. 
Form 18/31 or, 31. C.G. Probably Antonine. From D 53 top half. 
Fig. 8, no. 42. Form 37.  C.G. C. A.D. 150-80. From D i . In quarry face in lower half of 

filling. 	 . 

Mortaria 
Report by MRS K. F. HARTLEY 

I . Heavily burnt and discoloured fragment. Not strictly datable but probably third century. 
From D 4  filling. 

Body fragment inMidlánd fabric. Not datable. From D7 filling. 
Fig. 8, no. 39.  Ortho-fianged mortarium (closely similar to Arc/zaeologia, LXXXIV, P. 256, 

fig. io, no. io). The translucent grit and the shape, especially the sharply upcurved end of the 
flange, are characteristic of a large group of mortaria most commonly found south of a line from 
the Colchester to Worcester areas, some of which, at least, were made in the Thames valley. The 
parallel cited, from the Verulamium theatre, was in a deposit dated to the late second century, 
but this form almost certainly had a very long life, possibly continuing throughout the third 
century. From D 1 5  filling. 

Fragment from a reeded-flanged mortarium of Nene Valley type, in pink fabric with a pale 
buff core. Not closely datable but must belong to the third or fourth centuries. From D 35  lower 
filling. 

Fig. 8, no. 40. Soft, white fabric with black grit, typical of the majority ofmortaria produced 
in the East Midlands. I can find no dated close parallels but this reeded, almost wall-sided form is 
unlikely to have been in use before the mid-fourth century, especially if it derived, as seems 
probable, from the hammer-headed type. From D 35  lower filling. 

6 and 7.  Wall fragments. Not datable. From D 9  filling and D 7  top half of filling. 
8. Flange fragment of a reeded-flanged mortarium of Nene Valley type. Probably early fourth 

century. From Area ' A ' , Layer 3 . 
9. Two fragments, possibly from same vessel, in East Midlands fabric. Not datable. From 

Area 'A', Layer 3. 
1 C.G. = Central Gaulish, S.G. = South Gaulish, E.G. = East Gaulish. 

CA S 
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10. Body fragment showing heavy burning on one side. Not datable. From Area ' B ', Layer 3 .  
I I . Base fragment. Not datable. From Area ' B ', Layer 3. 

Base fragment. The abundant translucent grit indicates an origin somewhere in the Thames 
valley. Not datable. From Area ' B ', Layer 3. 

Two wall fragments, probably from the same vessel. Not datable. From D 53,  in top half of 
filling. 

There are no pieces which 'could belong to first-century mortaria. One or two 
fragments could be late second century but are more probably third or fourth century. 

Coarse pottery 
The pottery from the site was recovered from the ditch fillings and from the occupa-
tion silt on the gravel floors of the two habitations (Areas ' A ' and ' B '). A selection of 
41 pieces has been made to represent a type series and these are illustrated and 
described and where possible dated. The pottery is representative of that common on 
most Romano-British sites, with the possible exception of the handle, no. A 
Fi. 7 

I . Cooking jar. Hard, dark grey, sandy, handmade fabric, with buff-brown exterior. Iron 
Age B. From D 2, base of filling. Trench F. 

2. Carinated bowl. Zone of scored lattice on shoulder. Hard red-brown ware with dark grey 
core. Surfaces dark grey. A Romanized version of a Swarling type, similar to an example from 
Godmanchester (Proc. C.A.S. LIII fig. 3, no. 12, p. 16). Flavian. From D 6, lower half of 
filling. Trench 0. . 	 . 

3 . Cooking jar. Fairly hard brown shell grit fabric. Similar to a series from Stanton Low and 
other Ouse-side sites (Records ofBucks, xvi, part 3 (1957/58), fig. 5, P. 207). Probably early second 
century A.D. From D 3,  lower half of filling. Trench W.  

Small jar.Hard, sandy greyish-buff ware. Rim recessed as though for lid. Similar to no. 3 
and probably of same date. From D 52, lower half of filling. Trench W. 

Small j ar. Hard red-brown ware with dark grey surfaces (Yewry Wall(Excavations'at the Yewry 
Wall Site, Leicester, Society of Antiquaries, Research Committee Report, xv, 1948), fig. 27, 
no. 51, p. io8). Late first to early second century A.D. From D 21, top half of filling. Trench P. 

Storage jar. Hard shell grit ware with buff surfaces. For shape see Yewry Wall, fig. 29, 
nos. 2-3, p. 112. Late first to early second century A.D. From surface of gravel between D 5 and 
D26 in Trench Q. 

Storage jar. ' Hard gritty, light grey ware with bright orange surfaces. Same ref. as no. 6. 
Second century A.D. From Area ' B ', Layer 3. 

Large bowl. Hard, sandy red-brown ware with light grey core. Horizontal grooves at base of 
neck and on shoulder. The form is in between (Yewry Wall, fig. 24, nos. 12 and 16, pp. 94-5). At 
Godmanchester (Proc. C.A.S. vol. LIII (1959),  fig. 4,  no. 13 a, p. 16), it is Flavian. From D 3,  top 
half of filling, Trench E. 

.9. Wide-mouthed bowl. Hard, sandy grey ware. Same ref. as no. 8. A.D. 100-50. From D 50, 
top half. Trench 0. 

10. Bead rim dish or bowl. Hard, light grey ware-(Jewry Wall, fig. 19, flOS. 18-19, p. 83 for 
shape only). Likely to be Antonine. From Area ' B ', Layer 3 . 

I I . Cooking jar. Fairly hard shell grit, dark grey to buff fabric with horizontal ruling on ex-
tenor. Cf. nos. .3  and  4.  From D 57, filling. Trench I. 
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Bead rim shallow dish. Hard, sandy dark grey ware (,7ewry Wall, fig. zo, no. 8, p. 86 for 
shape). Likely to be second to third century A.D. From D 20 filling. Trench J. 

Flanged dish. Hard, sandy light grey ware (,7ewry Wall, fig. 19, flOS. 21-3 )  p. 83). Third to 
fourth century A.D. From D 23, top half of filling. Trench 0. 

Large storage jar. Hard well-fired shell. grit, buff to reddish brown fabric (Exning (forth-
coming), where it is dated third century A.D). From Area ' A ', Layer 3. 

Small wide-mouthed bowl. Hard white ware with dark grey metallic surface (Notes on the 
Roman Pottery Industry in the Nene Valley, Peterborough Museum (ig6o), fig. 3,  no.  4).  Third to 
fourth century A.D. From D 36, lower half of filling. Trench V. 

Small bowl. Hard white ware with dark grey metallic surfaced Cf. no. 15. From D 23, top 
half of filling. Trench 0. 

Large bowl. Hard dark grey ware (Yewry Wall, fig. 24, no. 19, p. 95). Third to fourth century 
A.D. From Area ' B ', Layer 3. 

Cooking jar. Fairly hard, brown shell grit fabric (Great Staughton (forthcoming) for dated 
series of these vessels). Fourth century A.D. From D 25, lower half of filling. Trench W. 

Cooking jar. Fairly hard, brown shell grit fabric. Cf. no. 18. From D z, top 9 in. of filling. 
Trench B. 

Cooking jar' Hard brown shell grit fabric. Cf. no. 18. From D 7,  top half of filling. 
Trench R. 

Fig. 8 
Flanged bowl. Hard, sandy red ware with buff-grey surface. Third to fourth century A.D. 

From Area ' B ', Layer 3. 
Imitation Samian Form 45. Red colour-coat. Fine, hard light red ware with grey core. 

Micaceous. Traces of dark red colour-coat on all surfaces. Studded with small quartz grit 
(Yewry  Wall, fig. 56, no. 22, p. 209). Fourth century A.D. From Area ' B ', Layer 3. 

Jug. Hard, white ware with orange-brown colour-coat (Yewry Wall, fig. 32, no. 33, p. 123). 
Fourth century A.D. From D 29, top half of filling. Trench U. 

Flagon or bottle. Hard, cream ware with dark grey-brown colour-coat. Top probably 
broken off, similar to Lydney (Society of Antiquaries, Research Committee Report viii (1932), 
fig. 27, no. 47, p. 99). Fourth century A.D. From D 2, top 9 in. of filling. Trench B. 

Jug or narrow-necked jar. Hard white ware with metallic grey colour-coat (,7ewry Wall, 
fig. 32, no. 30)  p. 123). Fourth century A.D. From Area ' A ', Layer 3. 

Wide-mouthed bowl. Hard, thick white ware with mauve-brown colour-coat (The Roman 
Town and Villa at Great Casterton, Rutland. Nottingham University ( 1 95 1), fig. 9,  no. 26, p. 32). 
Fourth century A.D. From D 7,  top half of filling. Trench R. 

Imitation Samian Form 38. Hard, thick white ware with worn red-brown colour-coat 
(Great  Casterton, fig. 9,  nos. 30 and 3 1, p.. 34). Fourth century A.D. From Area ' B ', Layer 3. 

Large wide-mouthed bowl. Hard grey ware with dark grey colour-coat (Great 
Staughton (forthcoming) for dated series). Fourth century A.D. From D 3,  lower half of filling. 
Trench Q. 

Imitation Samian Form 38. Hard light red ware with bright red surface. Cf. no. 27. 
Fourth century A.D. From D 3 1, top of filling. 

Shallow dish. Hard, thick white ware with dark grey metallic surfaces (Lydney, fig. 27, 
no. 46, p. 99). Fourth century A.D. From D 23, top half of filling. Trench 0. 

Bowl. Hard, thick white ware with red-brown metallic colour-coat. Linked double 
' eyebrow ' white paint decoration (Roman Pottery Industry in the Nene Valley, fig. 3, no. 6, 
p. I i). Fourth century A.D. From D 7,  top io in. of filling. Area 'B'. 

4-2 
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Jar. Hard light grey ware. Scored horizontal grooves on neck and girth. Yewry Wall, 
fig. 55, nO. 13, P. 206. Fourth century A.D. From D4, base of filling. Trench E. 

Bowl. Hard, white-grey ware with light red-brown metallic colour-coat. Linked double 
' eyebrow ' white paint decoration. Cf. no. 3 1 . Fourth century A.D. From D 25, lower half of filling. 
Trench W. 

Bowl. Hard cream ware with red-brown metallic colour-coat. Derived from Samian Form 
3 1  (LYdney, fig. 27, nos. 48-5 I , p. 99). Fourth century A.D. From D 2, top io in. of filling. 
Trench L. 	 : 

Jug. Face spout. Hard light red ware. Third to fourth century A.D. From D28, filling. 
Trench R. 

Base of small tazza( ?). Buff-orange ware with frilled rib. Third to fourth century A.D. 
From Area ' A ' , Layer 3. 

Jar. Buff-red shell grit fabric with dark grey core. Frilled zone below rim (Great Staughton 
(forthcoming)). Fourth century A.D. From D42, top half of filling. Trench X. 

Handle. Buff-grey shell grit fabric. Decorated on flat (upper) surface with single line of 
punctures . with scored zig-zag line on each side. This example seems to belong to a group of 
pottery vessels being produced during the fourth century A.D. Cf. Proceedings of the Suffolk 
Institute ofArchaeology, xxvi, part 2 (iç), fig. 18, c and i ; Exning (forthcoming). From Area 'B', 
Layer 3. 

41 . Flanged bowl. Fine, hard red ware. Flat-topped rim with scored wavy combing. For form 
(derived ultimately from Samian Form 36) see Roman Pottery in the Nene Valley, fig. 3,  no.  7, 
P. 25. Third to fourth century A.D. From Area ' B ', Layer 3. 

STONE 
Identified by DR F. W. ANDERSON (Geological Survey and Museum, 

South Kensington) 
Fig. 9,  nos. j_41 

I. Part of whetstone. All surfaces worn smooth. From D 7.  Area ' B '. Lower half of filling. 
:z. Part of whetstone. All surfaces worn smooth. From Area ' A ', silt on floor. 
3 . Part of whetstone. All surfaces smooth, hollow ground in places. Oblique scoring on one side. 

From Area ' B ', silt on floor. 
Part of upper millstone. Edge slopes steeply from flat top. Ground surface worn concave 

with concentric grooves on outer edge. From Area ' B ', silt on floor. 
Not illustrated : 

Part of upper millstone. From spoil heaps of gravel workings. 
Part of upper millstone. Interior fragment. Ground surface concave and smooth. 3 X  4 X z 

(all dimensions of stones are in inches). Very coarse pebbly grit with quartzite pebbles. From D z, 
Trench B. Top 9 in. of filling. 

Part of lower millstone. Edge vertical. Ground surface flat, tool pocked with radiation 
grooves on edge i in. in length, in. apart. 3 X  4 X 2. Coarse brown grit, burnt. From D 3, 
Trench Q. In top of filling. 

Part of lower millstone. Interior fragment. Ground surface concave z x 2 x 2. Very coarse 
pebbly grit, burnt. From D 7,  Trench G. Filling. 

Part of lower millstone. Edge vertical. Base tooled roughly flat. Ground surface flat and 
1  Nos. 1-5 were not available for geological identification and no. 5  could not be drawn in time for 

publication. 
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smooth. 4  x  3 X 2. Very coarse, pebbly grit, almost a conglomeratç. From D 26, Trench Q. In 
top half of filling. 

10. Part of upper millstone. Thin, worn. Edge slopes steeply from top to ground surface. Top 
and edge tooled roughly smooth. Ground surface worn smooth. 4  x z x i at edge. Coarse, 
hard grey grit. From D 3 1, Trench R. Filling. 

I I . Part of millstone. Interior fragment. One flat surface tool pocked but not worn. Other 
surface uncertain. 3  X. 2 x 2. Coarse pebbly grit, probably burnt. From same source as no. io. 

Part of upper millstone. Interior fragment. Top surface tool-pocked and flat. Ground 
surface concave and smooth. 3  x 214  x i. Pebbly grit. From Area ' B ', NE. In top io in. of 
filling. 

Part of upper millstone. Interior fragment. Top flat surface tool-pocked. Ground surface 
flat and smooth. 3  x  3  x i tapering to i . Coarse pebbly grit. From D 9,  Area ' A ', NE. 
Filling. 

Part of millstone. Edge vertical. One surface roughly smooth. Other rough and burnt. 
2-1 X 2 1  X I. Very coarse pebbly grit. From Area 'A', SW. Occupation silt (Layer 4) on floor. 

Part of upper millstone. Edge vertical. Top tooled roughly smooth. Ground surface flat 
and smooth. 4  x  3 X 2. Coarse pebbly grit. From Area ' B ', NE. Occupation silt (Layer 4) on 
floor. 

Part of lower millstone. Interior fragment. Ground surface concentrically grooved apart. 
Roughly smooth. Base surface rough. 5 x  4 X 2. Coarse grit. From same source as no. 15. 

Part of upper millstone. Edge slopes steeply from top to ground surface. Top is tooled 
roughly smooth. Ground surface concave and roughly smooth. z x 3 X z. Very coarse pebbly grit. 
From Area ' B ', NW. Occupation silt (Layer 4) on floor. 

Part of millstone. Interior fragment. Ground surface worn roughly smooth. 4 X 2 x 2. 
Coarse pebbly grit. From same source as no. 17. 

Part of upper millstone. Edge broken but enough remains to show it was vertical. Top 
roughly flat. Ground surface worn concave and smooth. 4 x  3  x z. Coarse brown grit. From 
same source as no. 17. 

Piece of slab with both sides worn hollow by use as probable hone or rubber. All edges 
broken. 4  x  3 X 	Brown sandstone. From Area ' B ', baulk between SW and SE areas. 
Occupation silt (Layer 4)  on floor. 

Part of a probable rubber. Three flat sides worn smooth, one more so than others. 

4 X 2 X 3. Very hard fine-grained grit, slightly micaceous. Is part of a pebble, possibly a 
' driekanter ' (i.e. a wind-worn pebble) from either the gravels or the boulder clay. From same 
source as no. 17. 

Probable rubber. One side smoother than the other, burnt red. 4 x  3  x i. An ovoid 
pebble of hard, pale brown sandstone. From same source as no. 17. 

Probably part of a roof slate. Interior fragment. No nailhole. 2 x 2 X . Fine-grainedwhite 
sandstone, calcareous, in beds about 004 in. thick. Could be a Jurassic sandstone. From same 
source as no. 17. 

Most of these are coarse sandstones and pebbly grits, probably Millstone Grit 
(Carboniferous).  There is no near by source for these. They have either been 
imported from further north or have been found as erratics in the Drift. 
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CHARCOAL 

Identified by DR DAVID CUTLER (Royal Botanic Gardens; Kew) 
I . 2 pieces, both Corylus avellana (hazel). From D 4,  Trench E. Top half of filling. 

I piece Corylus avellana. From D 36, Trench 0. Top of filling. 
3 pieces : (a) Salix (willow) or Populus (poplar); (b) Corylus avellana; (c) Prunus sp. 

probably spinosa (blackthorn). From D 36, Trench 0. Top half of filling. 

MOLLUSCA 

Oyster shells were found in the fillings of D 4,  D 36 and D 42 and in the occupation 
silt ofArea 'B'. 

BUILDING MATERIALS 

Pieces of fired red-clay flanged roofing tiles and imbrices were found in the fillings 
of D 18, D 2 1, D 45  and with three fragments of scored box flue tiles, in the occupa-
tion silt of Areas ' A ' and ' B ' . Another piece of a box flue tile was found in the filling 
of Dz8. 

Four fragments of flanged roofing tiles made of shell grit material' were found in 
the occupation silt of Area ' B'. Two pieces of a thick (i I  in.) slab ofthe same material 
were found in the filling of. D 7.  None of the fragments bore a maker's stamp as at 
Stanton Low. 2  

ANIMAL BONES 

Identified by MISS JUDITHE. KING (Dept. of Zoology, British Museum (N.H.) 
I . Dog. Lower jaw fragments. Incomplete limb bones. Metapodials/fragments. From D i, 

Trench A. Top half of filling. 
2. Red Deer. Shed antler base (has been cut with implements). From D 26, Trench Q. Top half 

of filling. 
. 3 . Ox (small). Horn core and part of cranium. From D 3 1 . Trench R. From whole of filling. 

Ox. Horn core and fragment of cranium. From D 3 1 . Trench R. From whole of filling. 
Dog. Tibia (size and shape of Basset Hound or Spaniel). Femur fragment, distal end. From 

D 3 1 . Trench R. From whole of filling. 
Dog. Right ramus lower jaw. From D 35.  Trench Z. Lower half of filling. 
Dog. Left ramus lower jaw. From D 25, Trench W. Lower half of filling. 
Dog. One side of pelvis (size and shape of King Charles Spaniel). From D 25, Trench W. 

Lower half of filling. 
Bird. Limb bone. From D 2, Trench 0. Top half of filling. 	 . 
Pi;'. Anterior end lower jaw. From D 6. Trench 0. Lower half of filling. 

I I . Bird. Limb bones. From D 6, Trench 0. Lower half of filling. 
1  Shell gritted roofing tiles are found in association with pottery box flue tiles, pilae and cigar-shaped kiln 

or oven bars of the same material on sites in the Upper Ouse and Nene valleys in North Bucks. and South 
Northants. Kilns producing the shell gritted pottery have been found at Hardingstone and Weston Favell 
near Northampton and at Harrold in Bedfordshire ; near the latter are several sites with an unusually large 
amount of tiles on the surface suggesting that the centre of manufacture may be in this area. (D. C. Mynard.) 

2 Records of Bucks, xvi, part 3 (1957-8). 
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Dog. Humerus, tibia, femur. From Area W. Layer 4,  silt on floor. 
Ox. Horn core. From Area ' B '. Layer 4,  silt on floor. 
Fox. Metatarsal. From Area ' B '. Layer 4,  silt on floor. 

Is. Sheep. Part of cranium. From Area ' B '. Layer 4,  silt on floor. 
Red Deer. Antler tine. From D 2, Trench F. Lower half of filling. 
Sheep or goat. Radius, very young. From D 54, Trench Y. In filling. 

APPENDIX A 

GRAVEL PIT FINDS IN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD OF ST NEOTS, 
HUNTINGDONSHIRE 

C. F. TEBBUTT, 

(See fig. i, sites i to 4.) 	 . 
The valley of the Great Ouse in Huntingdonshire is rich in commercial gravel beds, large areas of 
which are being rapidly destroyed. I have therefore thought it opportune to refer to the pre-
historic finds that have been made in the course of gravel digging in the St Neots . area of the 
valley during the last 30 years. 

Finds of Palaeolithic implements and their contemporary mammals from gravel pits at St 
Neots and Little Paxton have already been described by me in Proc. East Anglian Prehist. Soc. 
V, pt. 2, Man (June 1932), and Proc. Prehist. Soc. (1947)- 

I. Both the pits referred to above were closed by 1939, and a new pit opened at Little Paxton, 
near the Great North Road, in 1938 (G.R. 52/188634). Here mechanical methods of gravel 
digging were used and it was thus not possible to examine the excavated material closely. How-
ever, extensive search was made on the heaps without finding a single human artifact and I am 
convinced that there was little or nothing to find. The only archaeological material found in this pit 
was a small amount of Romano-British pottery in a shallow pond-like depression filled with 
peaty soil containing brushwood. 

2. In 1942 this pit was. closed and another opened nearer the river on Wray House Farm, 
Little Paxton (G.R. 52/198632). Here again search over io years has failed to find any evidence of 
Palaeolithic man, although mammalian bones do occasionally occur, among which those of 
mammoth and Bos primigenius have been identified. 

Later finds have however been numerous, and in the first five years of working (from W. to E.) 
ditches and pits of prehistoric date were continually being found. Mechanical gravel digging by 
dragline bucket does not make careful excavation or observation easy and the wartime demand for 
gravel was such as to preclude any stoppage of work. In spite of this the owners, Gravel Products 
Ltd., and their workmen gave me every facility to do both, whenever it was possible, as well as 
informing me of finds and collecting pottery when I was unable to get over. 

In July 1944 I was told that a human skull and other bones had been found on Gt Gransden 
airfield, in topsoil carted from this pit. Mr Sugars, the dragline driver, informed me at once, and 
until I arrived gave up digging at the place from where he thought it came. The site was approxi-
mately 140 yards from the west side of the field, and zoo yards from the south side. Here I found a 
grave 4  ft 6 in. square and 5 ft from the surface, being dug i ft into the unmixed gravel. I found 
the toe bones still in position at the west side but the rest of the skeleton, which must have been 
buried in a contracted position, had been scooped out by the bucket. The skull was of an adult 
and has been placed in the Society's Museum. 

The area round the grave had been cleared of topsoil to a depth of 4  ft but two concentric 
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circular ditches could be seen. The grave occupied a central position inside them at a distance of 
27 ft and 36 ft respectively. These ditches (or the lower part of them) had a V-shaped section and 
were 2 ft deep and z ft across, but only about half of the two complete circles remained undestroyed. 
I was able to excavate what was left of the two ditches and the area enclosed within them. In the 
filling of the outer ditch, almost due east of the central grave was a small round mass consisting of 
chips of cremated bone and wood ash that had apparently been buried in . a bag of perishable 
material. The above facts seem to suggest a primary burial of the Bronze Age in either a disc 
barrow (a type uncommon in eastern England) or a barrow at some time enlarged with a secon 
dary cremation in the outer ditch. It may be noted that on the field surface flint flakes, scrapers 
and cores, probably of the Bronze Age, are common. 

The pits and ditches found close to, and east of, the barrow were of a pattern well known to 
those who are familiar with Romano-British sites in this part of the country. It was only possible 
to excavate a few and they were either unproductive or contained the usual collection of broken 
sherds and bones of domestic animals Several were noteworthy in proving continuity of occupa-
tion of the site from Iron Age times. . 
. .A pit found in 1946 was found to be oval in shape and measured 3  ft 6 in. x 4  ft 6 in. at the base. 
The bottom was lined with yellow clay in which, at intervals, round cobblestones had been set. It 
was full of wood ash which contained much pottery, but most of this was too rotten to extract. 
This again was covered by yellow clay on the top. All the clay was burned red on the inside and 
seemed to form some sort of oven or kiln. As the dragline bucket had already destroyed the upper 
part of the pit it'Was impossible to say if there was a flue, or if the top layer of clay had fallen in 

. from walls higher up. The pottery is handmade and coarse. Pieces from small bowls have a black 
smoothed finish sparkling with mica. Those from larger vessels are red-brown, contain white shell 
and are full of holes where vegetable matter has been used in the clay. They would appear to be 
of Iron Age A date. 

Another pit was round and 4  ft in diameter at the bottom. It was clay-lined and contained 
sherds of Iron Age C date. 
. Most of the pits with Romano-British pottery contained much wood ash and large hearth 

stones, and a late one had painted biscuit-coloured ware. 
Several pits were deeper than the others, going down to below the present average water table, 

and would seem to have been wells. They all contained much well-preserved vegetable material, 
mostly wood in the form of small twigs and branches. Two were of special note. The first was 
found in 1948 and contained a plank of oak 3  ft 6 in. long, 9  in. wide and 3-1  in. thick on one 
edge tapering to z in. at the other, the taper being slightly dished. There was a square slot cut in 
one end and two mortices in the thickness of the z in. edge, with dowel holes to secure the tenons. 
The plank was remarkably square and true to size and was either finely sawn or perfectly adzed. It 
could possibly have been part of a seat and the deep pit a latrine. Also from this pit came a piece 
of a broken beehive quern and part of a Roman-type leather shoe or sandal, with the toe and 
leather binding thongs missing. There appears to be a maker's or owner's mark on one side of the 
heel consisting of a square grid with four upright and three horizontal scratches. The heel is 
made of double-thickness leather with the rough sides sewn together. 

A slice from the oak plank was sent to A. W. G. Lowther, F.S.A. who found that the ring plot 
overlapped those from dated timbers from Alfoldean and Sedlescombe in Sussex and Little 
Waltham in Essex, and gave a felling date for the Little Paxton specimen of C. A.D. 230. 

In 1949 a further deep pit, dug to below water level, was found, containing two pieces of well-
finished oak plank. One was complete with squared ends 25 in. long x 3  in. x i6 in., the other, 
with one broken end, was 35  in. long x 3  in. x 16 in. With them were two pieces of oak trunk of 
12 in. diameter split down the middle. Slices from the two planks were sent to Mr Lowther who 
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found that the planks were cut from different parts of twoequally large oaks (about. zoo-year-old 
trees), with their ring plots overlapping. Also the first 76 rings of one overlapped with the slice of 
the plank from the previous well or latrine. Their plot thus gave a much later date for felling 
C. A.D. 335. These plots, Mr Lowther informs me, are the first obtained in this country for timbers 
whose growth took place over the third and fourth centuries A.D. 

The pit has now (1965) extended eastwards nearly to reach the private road leading to Wray.  
House Farm and northwards towards Boughton, but no finds have been noted during the last 
twelve years, and it would appear that the habitation area has been passed. It is unfortunate that 
no aerial photographs were taken of the site before its destruction, but Mr D. N. Riley did tell me 
that extensive cropmarks could be seen there from the air in 1944- 

During 1952 Roman pottery, together with animal bones and much wood, including 
pointed stakes, was dredged from the river bank. The evidence would suggest a boat quay. 

A small whole Roman pottery vessel was found in a disused gravel pit in the. river bank. It 
was probably part of a burial group. The vessel is now in St Ives Museum. 	 . 

In 1953 Messrs Inns & Co. Ltd. started to dig gravel on Grove Farm in the adjoining field to 
the south of the Wray House Farm pit, and Dr St Joseph kindly arranged for this area to be 
photographed. In the west side of this field cropmarks indicating a number of small square or 
oblong enclosures of the type of Celtic fields appear, together with what might be a house of two 
rooms with a corridor running, along the length of the north side. . 

Note by E.G. This is the site excavated for the Ministry of Works in 1958 and is the subject of this report. 
In 1961 pagan Saxon cremations were found here (Proc. Camb. Ant. Soc. LV (1962), p. 8), and the site of a 
Late Saxon village ; see P. Addyman, ' Late Saxon Settlements in the St Neots Area, I ', Proc. C.A.S. LVIII 
(1965), pp. 38-73; and article II in vol. LXII (1969), pp. 59-93. 
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DIRECTIONS TO CONTRIBUTORS 

General. Drawings and photographs should only be included to illustrate objects which 
cannot easily be described in the text. Normally two half-tone plates may be included in each 
paper, without charge. Authors should consult recent issues of the Proceedings (Vols. XLIX if.) 
to familiarize themselves with its typographical conventions. Papers should be headed with the 
title and the author's name and style, with the text in double-spaced typescript with a i in. left-
hand margin on paper suitable for ink correction. Typescripts should bear the name and address 
of the person to whom proofs are to be sent, and a short version of the paper's title (less than 
forty-five letters and spaces in length) suitable to be printed at the top of the published pages. 
Twenty-five off-prints will be given free : extra copies may be obtained at the printer's current 
price, but must be ordered when the galley-proofs are returned. The Editor is not responsible 
for loss of or damage to manuscripts and illustrations. 

Appendices. If they wish to avoid delay in publication authors are urged not to invite other 
. ,  scholars to write appendices to their papers. If this cannot be avoided, authors should not submit 

their paper until they have received all the appendices (and illustrations), reduced them to 
manageable proportions and checked all cross-references between them and the main text. 

Illustrations. Illustrations, except pottery profiles which may be drawn full size, should 
be drawn approximately twice printed size (which must not exceed 5- X  7 in.). They should be 
on separate sheets, each bearing the author's name, short title of the paper, and plate or figure 
numbers on the back. Diagrams should be drawn in indian ink on plain white paper, with 
letters, numbers, etc., written lightly in pencil. Caption and legend should be typed on a sheet 
separate from the illustration and numbered to correspond. Drawings and photographs should 
include a scale and a statement of magnification. Photographs should be well-contrasted prints 
on glossy paper, and should be chosen bearing in mind the layout on the finished plate, where from 
one to four photographs can be arranged ; preferred layout must be indicated and each figure on 
the plate must be designated by a, b, c, etc., with appropriate cross-references in the text. 

: 	References. Names of authors should not be underlined ; titles of books, periodicals or other 
I 	collective publications should be underlined for italics ; the title of an article appearing in a periodi.. 
1 	cal should not be underlined but should appear between single inverted commas ; volume numbers 

should be given in Roman small capitals (twice underlined in the typescript) ; if required the 
place and date of publication should follow the title (if a book) or the volume number (if a periodi 
cal)—they should be placed in round brackets and should precede the page or plate reference. 
For example : J. Bromwich, Thirty Years Umbrella-poking in the Fens (Dublin, 1965), pp. 142-55, 
or 0. U. T. Cobleigh et al. 'Excavations at the Fair-ground, near Widdecombe', West Country 
Classical Quarterly, vol. xii (1803), p. 155. When references are repeated at short intervals op. cit., 
bc. cit., ibid. may be used, but in cases of ambiguity the expanded forms Brewer, op. cit., Stewer 
(1805), op. cit. p1. XIX, or Gurney, bc. cit. are recommended. •  

Abbreviations. Vol. xv, App. XV, no. i, p1. XV, p. 15, 1. 15, n. is—for volume, appendix, 
number, plate, page, line and note respectively. Abbreviated titles of Journals can be found in the 
World List of Scientific Publications, 3rd ed. (1952), but any self-explanatory abbreviation may be 
adopted: Ant., Ant. J., Arch., Arch. J., B.M.C., Y.R.S., P.P.S., Proc. C.A.S. are frequently 
recurring examples. 

Cost of corrections. The Society has found it necessary to place a limit on the margin 
allowed for the cost of authors' corrections and alterations to proofs. The maximum allowance 
will be 20 % of the cost of typesetting, and any charge in excess of this will be carried out at the 
contributor's expense. Alterations to page proof arevery costly. 
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